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    The present thesis is a full exploration of the turnaround of small to medium 
enterprises (SMEs) in Taiwan, with a vertical and horizontal integration. Under the 
guidance of historical materialism and dialectical materialism, various research 
methods are adopted, such as a theoretical research, a comparative analysis and an 
experimental study, and attention is given to absorbing theoretical knowledge on 
relevant subjects, such as Regional Economics, International Economics, and World 
Economics. There are a large number of SMEs in Taiwan, and they have exerted great 
influence on Taiwan economics. However, due to changes in circumstances in the 
world and in the island, SMEs are faced with great difficulties in development since 
1990s, and are forced to seek for a new round of development by means of a 
turnaround. Through the study of the turnaround of SMEs in Taiwan, the present 
thesis aims at discovering the laws for the turnaround and taking them for 
consideration of the mainland. 
The thesis is composed of six chapters.  
Chapter One is an introduction to the origin of the study, in which the question 
“Why do we study the turnaround of SMEs in Taiwan?” is answered, relevant 
researches inside and outside the island are analyzed, and significance and research 
methods of the study are introduced. 
Chapter Two is a study of theories on the turnaround of SMEs, mainly about 
economies of scale theory, information economy theory, economic Darwinism and 
Incomplete theory of market competition, providing theoretical support for the 
turnaround of SMEs in Taiwan. 
In Chapter Three, the background of the turnaround of SMEs in Taiwan is 
elaborated, the definition of SME discussed, the course of development of SMEs in 
Taiwan concluded, and the role of SMEs in the development of Taiwan economics 
and pressure SMEs are faced with in the turnaround also analyzed. 
Chapter Four is a major part of the thesis, in which the ways to the turnaround of 
SMEs in Taiwan are studied. There are three ways to the turnaround of SMEs: 
industrial upgrading, expanding room for development, and changing organizational 
















Chapter five is also another important part of the thesis, where the leading factors 
in the turnaround of SMEs are studied to discover the main reason for the success. 
According to the research, there are the following factors concerned: the 
“government”, technologies, international environment, and communication between 
the straits. 
In Chapter Six, the Asian financial crisis is treated in the case analysis to discuss 
the role of SMEs in Taiwan economics after the turnaround, enlightenment is gained 
for the consideration of the mainland.  
Finally the conclusion of the thesis is reached. 
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一定的关系，如厦门大学的承上于 2000 年发表在《经济导刊》第 46 期的《台湾
的中小企业政策》一文，从政策角度论述了台湾中小企业的发展与转型；汕头大
学的陈剑屏则向我们介绍了台湾中小企业的发展经验与启示（《台湾中小企业发
展经验与启示》，《汕头大学学报》1998 年第 5 期）；山东经济学院的闫守常研究
了台湾中小企业发展的新趋势（《台湾中小企业发展的新趋势》，《商业研究》
2004）；北京工商大学的李时民则研究了中小企业的出口策略联盟（《中小企业的
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